


The Catfish Web-to-Print platform is the perfect way to 
expand your print business online.

It’s an online storefront where you can offer new services 
and sell printed products. Put your templates into Catfish 
where customers can edit, manage and send to print via 
this really easy-to-use website.

MegaEdit PRO, the flagship product of the Infigo Software range, delivers 
unrivalled flexibility and functionality.

The innovative online document designer offers an extensive range of editing 
tools to extend your offering and increase profitability. Our HTML5 editor, 
is fully responsive and available on all devices without the need for any 
downloads allowing your clients to start designing straight away! Available as 
a module for Catfish or to be accessed through our extensive API to embed in 
your own site.

As HP SmartStream Partners, Infigo Software are now pleased to be working 
with the Indigo Community. As part of this relationship, Infigo Software have 
recently integrated into the exciting new Print OS solution.

“We are excited to be working with Infigo Software as a SmartStream partner, 
we see that the solutions they have to offer and their expertise will add great 
value to our clients.” Gershon Alon, Manager, Workflow Solutions at HP Indigo.

PRINT OS INTEGRATION

The latest addition to the Infigo Software family, Symphony, is an easy-
to-use cross media marketing module for marketers and printers alike.  

It has never been easier to create, launch and track campaigns across 
the mediums of print, email and SMS.

SmartStream

Partner

MegaEdit PHOTO is an ideal solution for professional printers 
who want to offer enterprise-level production of photo books 
and photo gifts.

Use MegaEdit PHOTO on its own or combine it with other 
Catfish modules to have an all-encompassing system for 
variable data, email marketing and SMS.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

We offer a comprehensive range of professional 
services to partner with you to deliver important 
projects including project management, training, 
bespoke development, integration, design, 
business analysis & audit, marketing & SEO  
and technical support.
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